
Note Taking



Why Take Notes???

7x more likely

to remember facts 1 week after 

taking the notes!!!



Handwritten vs. Computer Notes

 Professor dependent 

 If nothing prevents you from taking handwritten notes, 

this is the more effective way to take notes

“more effective” in that you will remember more and learn 

more by taking notes this way

With a computer the temptation is to type every word –

this bypasses a critical way we learn – listening to 

information, processing it, “talking” in our own heads so 

that we understand it, and then writing that version down.



5 systems of notetaking

Outline Method

Flow Method

Cornell Method

Slide show notes

Mind Map Method



Outline Method



Outline Method

 How to do Outline Method

 Bullet points of main ideas of lecture

 Sub-bullet points for details

 Tips:

 If on paper either leave space between main idea bullet points 

or write main ideas at top of paper so that you can add them as 

you go so you don’t run out of space for sub-bullet points

Computer may make this method easier





Why Use the Outline Method?

Organized

Based on hierarchy

Compartmentalized

Has strong visual component

Fast and efficient



Flow Method 



How to Use the Flow Method

 Put your mental image of the lecture on paper

 Emphasize important details

Write the lecture in your own words

 Use visual aids

 Arrows, Boxes, Circles

 Use Questions and Answers

Write questions out of what the professor says and then write 

the answer





Why Use the Flow Method?

Less rigid

Not writing every word that is said in 

lecture

Learning while writing



Cornell Method 



Cornell Method

How to set up Cornell Method

Divide paper into 3 sections

Top of paper has 2 columns 

Cue column

Note taking column

Bottom of paper has summary section



How to Use the Cornell Method

 During class write in the Note taking section

Can use outline or flow method

 After lecture write down questions or thoughts in the Cue

column

Write down overall summary in the Summary column

 Use the Cue and Summary column to review notes and 

help you study





Why Use the Cornell Method?

Very Systematic

Encourages reflection and clarification

Great way to know if you understand the 

material

Helps organize what to study



Slide Show Notes 



Slide Show Notes

How to use Slide Show Notes

Write what the professor is saying next to 

each slide

Use outline or flow method next to the slide 

Make notes of points that are emphasized 

Write questions on the slides





Why Use Slide Show Notes?

Don’t need to write as much

Professor covers a lot of material

Professor talks very fast

Slide shows are an outline the professor gives to 

you of what they think is important



Mind Map



Mind Map Method

How to use Mind Map Method

Draw circle in middle of paper and write in 

main topic

Branch off with trees to add sub-topics





Why Use the Mind Map Method?

Great for visual learners

Organized

Can see all topics and how they are connected

Comprehensive list



When to Use the Mind Map Method

Best used as study tool rather than note 

taking due to time and space required to 

build it



Lesson Plans

We are each going to give a brief lesson in a field we 

each know well.

 Pick two of the five note taking methods you believe will 

work the best for you. 

 Use one of the two methods for each lesson, then use 

the other for the second lesson.




